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Introduction
The core of a network functions to route packets from their source to their destination in a secure, scalable, and
optimal manner. Today’s networks have evolved greatly in terms of the types of data that they need to process, the
protocols that achieve this, and the effectiveness in overall manageability and user experience. With the
proliferation of the Internet, the rapid growth of devices, and the need to support modern functions such as
virtualization and host mobility, it is essential to revisit some of the routing architectures and consider new methods
that improve routing efficiency while allowing for end devices to be easily and effectively managed. The key to
achieving these desirable attributes is the implementation of a locator/ID separation scheme - a routing architecture
that separates “who” an endpoint is (its host IP address), from “where” the endpoint currently is located
(topologically, in routing).
In a typical enterprise, several examples of where the concept of locator/ID separation can be employed are quite
apparent. A hospital, for example, could have medical devices pointing to a particular server, with a persistent
connection (TCP), and want to retain this session between the device and server when moving the device to a
different location (a patient is moved for example). This can be achieved by locator/ID separation by updating
Locator/ID Separation Protocol (LISP) mappings. In another example, an enterprise may want to quickly launch an
IPv6 presence that could be available to users connecting externally from the IPv6 internet, but without upgrading
all of their existing IPv4 infrastructure. This can be achieved through an address family-independent protocol that
separates the end device addresses from the routable addresses. In yet another example, several networks might
require segmentation and multitenancy across sites, without having to run virtualization end-to-end, such as VLAN
segmentation, GRE tunnels, or Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) in the core. These requirements and more,
drive the need for decoupling the location and identity of a device and using a routing protocol such as Locator/ID
Separation Protocol (LISP).
With traditional routing and addressing mechanisms, the semantics of an IP address are overloaded; it performs
two functions at the same time. For example, an IP address 10.1.1.1 belonging to User A conveys two important
pieces of information: how to get to User A, or its location in the network (topologically, meaning to which subnet
10.1.1.1 belongs and the next hop to get to it), and to whom the IP address belongs, or the identity of the user
(10.1.1.1 uniquely identifies User A for policies, access control, quality of service, and other features) to which
sessions will be initiated. In order to develop a routing architecture that scales with effective aggregation, it is
important for IP addresses to be assigned topologically. However, for devices to be easily managed without the
need for renumbering, they need to be decoupled from topology.
LISP (RFC 6830) is a network layer-based protocol that was developed to address these requirements, doing so
by separating location from identity. The basic idea behind LISP is to enable a separation of IP addresses into two
new numbering spaces: endpoint identifiers (EIDs) and routing locators (RLOCs). EIDs correspond to end-host IP
addresses, which could be used for laptops, printers, tablets, and other devices. RLOCs refer to the IP addresses
of networking devices (switches or routers), to which the end hosts attach in the network. An EID denotes the
identity of a device, and an RLOC denotes the device’s location in the underlay network. With LISP, routing
between sites is done based on RLOCs, while endpoint IP addresses remain segregated. A mapping system
provides the binding between the two addresses (ID and locator). This concept is referred to as a “level of
indirection” and is most familiar in another area - DNS, where the “URL-to-IP address level of indirection” is
resolved by the DNS mapping system. Now that addressing of devices is decoupled from the topology, which
brings in very interesting benefits in terms of flexibility in design, improved load balancing, easy network
segmentation, and mobility.
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Motivation for LISP
Several goals need to be met with a new routing architecture, which offers flexibility and new capabilities while
preserving the underlying network infrastructure. Some of the requirements defined for the evolution of enterprise
network architectures are described later and illustrated in Figure 1.
Figure 1.

Motivation for New Routing Architecture

Optimal routing: A primary requirement in routing is to have an effective method of aggregating routes. This helps
scaling in terms of routing entries, which are defined by the routing table memory capacity. It also leads to more
efficient route determination for a given prefix if all addresses that are being routed are assigned in a topological
manner. However, this needs to be integrated with core routing protocols such as Border Gateway Protocol (BGP),
Open Shortest Path First (OSPF), and Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (EIGRP) and also needs to be
implemented with minimal disruption to routing devices.
LISP is able to achieve optimal routing using an overlay. When EIDs and RLOCs are separated, the addresses are
more easily aggregated in the RLOC space, while EIDs are just carried in the mapping system (not routing). With
this overlay, EIDs are transported end to end via LISP encapsulation between RLOCs; the routing between them is
thus done based on RLOCs using existing routing protocols. RLOC addresses can be assigned in a manner that is
easy to aggregate, thus reducing the size of routing tables further. This in turn reduces system costs associated
with memory used for the forwarding information base (FIB).
Flexible IP addressing: There is an increasing demand to be able to assign IP addresses independently of
topology or location. This allows for easier network design as well as ease of subnet migration. This needs to be
done in a manner such that there are no changes on the end hosts themselves. With LISP, the separation is
achieved using EID and RLOC, and while EIDs correspond to host IP addresses, no changes are required on the
hosts. The network protocol addresses mapping of EID to RLOC, and thus while an RLOC changes upon location
change, the EID remains preserved.
Ease of manageability: Management of a network becomes paramount with increasing number of users, types of
traffic, and scale of networks. The network design and routing architecture should allow for easy migration and
scaling of networks. At the same time, retention of Layer 2 and Layer 3 boundaries is required to preserve
underlying infrastructure.
© 2014 Cisco and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. This document is Cisco Public Information.
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LISP is able to achieve subnet migration through the use of EIDs and scale of networks by routing only RLOCs.
LISP deployments use an ingress/egress tunnel router per site to do the encapsulation and decapsulation,
respectively, and mapping devices which maintain the LISP database. In addition, incremental deployment is
simple (“all or nothing” is not required), making transitions to LISP easy.
Address family independence: Another requirement of networks is to have flexibility in terms of end host
addressing and to be able to assign both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses to hosts. The network protocol should be able
to handle both IPv4 and IPv6 hosts in the same manner, providing connectivity and the same level of service even
if the core routing is on an IPv4 infrastructure.
With LISP, the EIDs are address family independent. This makes it possible to achieve connectivity for IPv4 EIDs
over IPv4 RLOCs, IPv6 EIDs over IPv6 RLOCs, IPv6 EIDs over IPv4 RLOCs, and IPv4 EIDs over IPv6 RLOCs.
Note that the Cisco® Catalyst® 6500/6800 platform only supports IPv4 RLOCs.
Network segmentation: A routing protocol should also have an effective means of achieving network
segmentation both in the data plane and the control plane, to isolate different groups and achieve end-to-end
network virtualization. Users can be segmented using VLANs at Layer 2 and virtual routing and forwarding (VRF)
instances at Layer 3, and the routing protocol should be able to transport these instances inherently.
The LISP architecture provides for the virtualization of both the EID space (shared model) and RLOC space
(parallel model), separately, thus allowing for very flexible network utilization. LISP shared model virtualization,
which is the mode supported on the Catalyst 6500/6800, provides for EID virtualization by appending a LISP
“instance ID” in both the data plane and control plane to disambiguate (possibly overlapping) EID addressing - over
a common (shared) core infrastructure. This achieves network virtualization and multitenancy without the need for
virtualization the core - via MPLS, VLANs, GRE tunnels, or other complexities in transport, all the while preserving
the VRF instances between sites.
Figure 2 shows a three-tier network architecture with core, distribution, and access layers. In this topology, end
devices are assigned IP addresses based on the topology, which in turn is influenced by their location in a network.
Figure 2.

Normal (Legacy) Topology-Based Routing and Addressing
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As illustrated in Figure 2, when a device initially connects to the Site 1 VLAN, it is assigned the IP address 10.1.0.1
(for example) based upon the VLAN assignment of its current location. When the user moves to Site 2 and
connects to this network, a new IP address of 20.1.0.5 (for example) will be assigned to the device corresponding
to the new location (that is, based on the VLAN and subnet defined).
Figure 3 shows an example of how addressing may be applied when a mobility-enabled LISP architecture is
deployed.
Figure 3.

Implementing Location/ID Separation with Subnet Migration

As illustrated in Figure 3, in the case when LISP is running, when a device initially connects to the Site 1 VLAN, it is
assigned the IP address 10.1.0.1 (for example) based upon the VLAN assignment of its current location. However,
when the user moves to Site 2 and connects to this network, there is no need to provide a new IP address just
because the host lands on a different VLAN/subnet. The host is still the same host - and it should keep its same IP
address - but just be “located” at Site 2 now. This approach allows consistent security policies to be deployed, for
example. (Note that this type of “move” support requires the LISP Mobility feature.)
LISP uses a “map and encapsulate” mechanism that works by mapping EID to RLOC and encapsulates packets
coming in from an EID with an outer header corresponding to the RLOC. All subsequent routing between sites is
done based on the outer header, that is, RLOC, using traditional routing. Upon reaching the destination site, the
packet is decapsulated to reach its destination EID. Details on the workings of LISP can be found in the Locator
Identifier Separation Protocol (LISP) document at http://lisp.cisco.com/lisp_over.html.

LISP Operations
The LISP data plane includes the LISP functions that perform encapsulation and decapsulation of traffic. The LISP
control plane includes the functions that perform the mapping between EIDs and RLOCs. Using a combination of
these functions, the process of mapping and encapsulating is achieved in LISP. LISP data plane and control plane
functions maybe be deployed separately or combined as required to achieve a specified architectural goal.
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LISP Data Plane
The LISP specification defines two network functions at the data plane: the ingress tunnel router (ITR) and the
egress tunnel router (ETR). When deployed together (nearly always the case), these functions are referred
together as an xTR.
A LISP ITR receives packets from site-facing interfaces. It encapsulates these packets with an outer IP header to
transport them to remote LISP sites, or natively forwards the packets (without encapsulation) to non-LISP sites.
The outer IP header uses of the source and destination IP addresses of the RLOCs at source and destination sites.
A LISP ETR receives LISP-encapsulated IP packets from the core and decapsulates and delivers these packets to
local EIDs within its site. In particular, an ETR accepts an IP packet where the destination address in the "outer" IP
header is one of its own RLOCs. The router strips the "outer" header and forwards the packet based on the next IP
header found.

LISP Control Plane
At the control plane, there are two functions, which could reside on the same device or on separate devices.
Map Server: LISP site ETRs register their EID prefixes here. The map server requires a configured “LISP site”
policy and an authentication key in order to validate the prefixes being registered.
Map Resolver: The map resolver receives map requests from ITRs, and forwards them to registered ETRs to
resolve the mappings.

LISP Deployments in Campus Networks
LISP encapsulation is dynamic and requires no preconfiguration of tunnel endpoints. It is designed to work in a
multihoming environment and supports communications between LISP and non-LISP sites for simple interworking.
Some of the primary applications of LISP in campus networks include:
Multihoming: Site connectivity to multiple providers with low operational expense (OpEx) is often required. LISP
provides a simplified solution for handling multi-provider connectivity and policy without requiring BGP
complexities. Benefits include multihoming across different providers, simple policy management, and ingress
traffic engineering. With a simple configuration of priorities and weights associated with local EIDs registered with
the mapping system, a site can advertise its preferred links and load-balancing mechanisms for traffic arriving from
remote site ITRs (or non-LISP traffic arriving from proxy-ITRs). Figure 4 shows an example of this with Site 1 and
Site 2 peering to two separate ISPs.
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Figure 4.

Multihoming with LISP

IPv6 transition: Deploying an end-to-end dual stack network to roll out IPv6 can be time consuming and require
many infrastructure changes to the network. IPv6 tunneling methods over IPv4 networks are another option to
deploy IPv6. Deploying LISP provides a quick and easy method to introduce IPv6 without disrupting IPv4
connectivity. When IPv6 EIDs are LISP encapsulated over an IPv4 core network, as shown in Figure 5, the solution
is seamless, and IPv6 can be rolled out over IPv4 natively over the existing infrastructure. This can also be applied
to scenarios such as establishing IPv6 web presence or other services such as IPTV, printers, and others
accessible using IPv6 over an existing IPv4 enterprise network.
Figure 5.

IPv6 Transition Using LISP
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Multitenancy/Virtualization: LISP brings in a complete solution to virtualization when there are needs for
integrated segmentation, ease of operations, and global scale. Because LISP segments EID space and RLOC
space, it is possible to virtualize either or both components. When working in a virtualized EID environment,
referred to in LISP as “shared model” virtualization because multiple EID VRFs are encapsulated within a single,
shared RLOC core. In this model, LISP uses an instance ID to “disambiguate” both control plane mappings and
data traffic.
The LISP mapping database and map cache on xTRs are instance-ID-aware, and it is possible to transport VRFs
end to end across a single, shared core network, without using technologies such as VLANs, GRE tunnels, or
MPLS in the core to transport the separate VRF traffic. As shown in Figure 6, EIDs in each site are within a VRF,
and the mapping system maintains the EID-to-RLOC mappings that associate a unique instance ID to each VRF.
Figure 6.

Multitenancy Using LISP

LISP Implementation on Cisco Catalyst 6500/6800
Hardware and Software Support
LISP is supported on the Cisco Catalyst 6500 with Supervisor 2T, starting with Cisco IOS Software Release
15.1(1) SY1. All devices configured as LISP ITR and ETR (xTR) or proxy ITR and proxy ETR (PxTR) will need to
have 6900 Series line cards for the hardware support of encapsulation and decapsulation. For the map server and
map resolver functionality, a Supervisor Engine 2T is sufficient. The portfolio is shown in Figure 7.
© 2014 Cisco and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. This document is Cisco Public Information.
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Figure 7.

Cisco Catalyst 6500/6800 Hardware Support for LISP

In the Cisco Catalyst 6800 product family, LISP is supported on the 6807-XL chassis with the same line card
combination as described above (Supervisor 2T and 6900 Series line cards). This functionality is available in the
first shipping release of the 6807-XL, which is 15.1(2)SY1. The future modules planned for the 6500/6800 modular
chassis will also support LISP in hardware. LISP is also supported natively on the semifixed chassis 6880-X (with
15.1(2)SY1) and all of the port cards on the 6880-X (with 15.1(2)SY2) on this chassis. With the Cisco Catalyst
Instant Access architecture with 6800ia, LISP can be enabled on the parent switch to perform identical
functionality.
For LISP, there are two main processes at the data plane: encapsulation and decapsulation.
For LISP encapsulation, the IPv4 or IPv6 packet from the EID subnet needs to be encapsulated with a LISP
header, a User Datagram Protocol (UDP) header, and an outer IP header containing the RLOC address. (The
encapsulation format is illustrated in Figure 10 below, and is formally given in RFC 6830). The Layer 3 forwarding
engine on the Distributed Forwarding Card 4 (DFC4) processes this packet, along with a special field
programmable gate array (FPGA) that is present only on the 6900 Series line cards. Future modules as well as the
6880-X will also include LISP support.
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The DFC4, which includes the L2 and L3 forwarding engines, processes the packet in normal operation and
generates a forwarding result. However, LISP encapsulation and decapsulation processing is not supported
natively on the DFC4. The limitations are caused by the fact that the current hardware logic does not include
support for LISP encapsulation/decapsulation. Thus an FPGA intervention is required, as shown in Figure 8. The
FPGA resides between the FIRE (Fabric Interface and Replication Engine) application-specific integrated circuit
(ASIC) and the Forwarding Engine, and intercepts the result from the Forwarding Engine to modify it before
recirculating it for additional processing. This is illustrated in Figure 8.
Figure 8.

FPGA Role in LISP Processing

Thus the 6900 Series line cards are required to be the ingress line cards for either the encapsulation or the
decapsulation process (Figure 9). This could be either the 8-port 10GE card (WS-X6908-10G-2T, WS-X6908-10G2TXL) or the 4-port 40GE card, which also functions as a 16-port 1/10GE card (WS-X6904-40G-2T, WS-X690440G-2TXL). Future generations of Cisco Catalyst 6500 and Cisco Catalyst 6800 line cards (as referenced in the
Cisco Catalyst 6807-XL paper) will also include LISP support. The Cisco Catalyst 6880-X Switch supports LISP on
all its ports.
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Figure 9.

6900 Series Line-Card Placement

Because most deployments would have the same device performing both ITR and ETR functionalities (xTR), it
becomes a requirement to have both the EID and RLOC interfaces located on the 6900 Series line cards to
perform the encapsulation and decapsulation.

LISP Packet Forwarding
The LISP-encapsulated packet header is as shown in Figure 10 for an IPv4 EID and IPv4 RLOC. Notable features
of this LISP data plane packet include: the IPv4 (in this case) inner header (and payload, not shown) of the original
packet, the 8-byte LISP header, which includes important flags and fields for LISP operations (such as Locator
Status Bits, Instance-ID, nonce, etc.), an 8-byte UDP header with well-known UDP destination port 4341 indicating LISP data plane, and UDP source port created by the sender based on a five-tuple hash of the original
packet (for per-flow hashing purposes), and the IPv4 (in this case) outer IP header including source and destination
RLOC addresses.
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Figure 10.

LISP Header

Several cases can be taken into account for LISP forwarding.
Unicast IPv4: Data Plane
Consider a scenario of two LISP-enabled sites, each of which connects to the core network containing mapping
services and proxy tunnel routers. The two LISP sites each have a Cisco Catalyst 6500 Supervisor 2T ITR/ETR
facing the core, which is capable of doing the LISP encapsulation and decapsulation processes. The topology
diagram in Figure 11 illustrates the LISP forwarding behavior.
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Figure 11.

1.

LISP Forwarding at Data Plane (Unicast IPv4)

When LISP is configured on the SUP2T, the ETRs register their respective EID prefixes with the map server.
In this example, SUP2T-1 registers the prefix 10.1.0.0/24 with its RLOC 1.1.1.1, and SUP2T-2 registers the
prefix 10.2.0.0/24 with RLOC 2.1.1.1.

2.

Next, we assume that Host A needs to send a packet to Host B. (A DNS lookup may be performed here, as
normal, where the DNS lookup gets resolved with Host B’s IP address, but this is unrelated to LISP).

3.

The packet sent by Host A is received at the ITR (SUP2T-1), which checks its map cache for an entry
corresponding to the destination prefix 10.2.0.0/24. If there is no entry, it sends a map-request to the map
resolver, and the destination ETR replies with a map-reply which contains the current mapping (details
covered in control plane section below). If an entry already exists, the ITR uses this for forwarding.

4.

The ITR now knows the destination RLOC that is associated with the destination EID; the map-cache entry
contains this destination EID-to-RLOC mapping information. (A policy and weight is also associated with each
destination RLOC, permitting ingress load balancing to the remote site).

5.

The encapsulation then takes place as explained earlier, and the packet now has a LISP header, UDP header,
and outer header consisting of source and destination RLOCs prepended to it.

6.

The packet is then transmitted through the core with regular routing based on the RLOC addresses and
transmitted to the LISP Site 2.

7.

The receiving ETR then decapsulates the packet, strips the outer headers, and forwards the packet internally
to the destination host.

Note:

The EID network can also employ its own routing protocol and does not need to be directly attached to the

LISP xTR carrying the RLOC.
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Unicast IPv6: Data Plane
The packet forwarding behavior for IPv6 traffic as shown in Figure 12 is very similar to the preceding case. In this
scenario, the EID space is composed of IPv6 prefixes, which are mapped to IPv4 RLOCs. The encapsulated LISP
packet in this case consists of an inner header with the IPv6 source and destination (EIDs) and outer header with
the IPv4 source and destination addresses (RLOCs).
Figure 12.

LISP Forwarding at Data Plane (Unicast IPv6)

Unicast IPv4 with Multihoming
The topology in Figure 13 shows Site 2 with dual homed links to the core. When registering its EID prefixes, Site 2
can specify the priority and weight parameters for each RLOC. Each RLOC is assigned a unicast priority, where
lower values indicate the more preferable ingress RLOC. When priorities are the same for multiple RLOCs, the
weight indicates how to balance unicast traffic between them. When the sending ITR in Site 1 obtains a mapping
for Site 2, this mapping includes the specified priority and weights advertised by Site 2. The Site 1 ITR then uses
this information to load-balance traffic for different flows (based on a five-tuple hash) across the two RLOCs. For
example, as illustrated in Figure 13 - assume Site 2 uses a policy or “priority 1 weight 50” for each of its two
RLOCs to indicate that it wishes to consider both RLOCs as “active/active” and receive packets 50%/50% between
these two links. As illustrated, the two different flows from Site 1 (the first is source 10.1.0.1 and the second is
source 10.1.0.2) will “hash” to the two different RLOCs of Site 2. (ITRs use standard Cisco CEF five-tuple hashing
mechanisms for this process.)
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Figure 13.

LISP Forwarding at Data Plane (with Multihoming)

Unicast IPv4 with Virtualization
The LISP data plane header includes an instance ID field, which can be used to achieve end-to-end virtualization
between EIDs across different sites, as can be seen in Figure 14. In this illustration, Site 1 and Site 2 both contain
segmented EID addressing in VRF 1, and thus in the LISP control plane, when they both register this space with
the mapping system, the LISP (24-bit) instance-ID (say of “123”) is used to uniquely distinguish this address space
(associated with VRF 1) from all other address space. Then in the LISP data plane, any packets originating VRF 1
in Site 1 that are sent to VRF 1 on Site 2 will also have this same Instance-ID added to the LISP encapsulation
header. When Site 2 receives these packets, it interprets the Instance-ID as requiring these packets to belong to
VRF 1 and upon decapsulation, inserts them into that VRF alone. Virtualization and segmentation can thus be
achieved inherently with LISP, irrespective of the underlying core network (which could be MPLS-based or IPbased).
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Figure 14.

LISP Forwarding at Data Plane (Virtualization)

More details are included in the case study LISP with Virtualization example.
LISP forwarding also works between LISP and non-LISP sites with the use of a proxy ingress/egress tunnel router
(PxTR) as defined in RFC 6832.
LISP Control Plane Mechanisms
LISP uses separate channels for data plane and control plane communications. As noted above in the data plane
sections, LISP uses the well-known UDP destination port 4341 to indicate that a packet is part of the LISP data
plane. Similarly, LISP uses the well-known UDP destination port 4342 to indicate that a packet is part of the LISP
control plane. The main LISP control plane messages used to support the mapping system include map
registrations, map requests, and map replies. (Additional control messages are not covered in this paper, but can
be found in RFC 6830 and other related LISP RFCs.)
Part of the function of an ETR a LISP site is to registers its local EID prefixes with the map server, as illustrated in
Figure 15. The message payload includes the EID prefixes being registered, and the associated RLOCs and
policies. An authentication key, configured both on the xTR and map server, is also used to include a “hash” with
the map-registration message - the map-server computes the same hash in order to validate the registration.
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Figure 15.

LISP Forwarding at Control Plane: Map Register

When a packet needs to go from Site 1 to Site 2, the ITR at Site 1 will have to determine how to get to the remote
EID destination (Figure 16). It will check its local map cache, if present, and use this entry to encapsulate the
packet. If a map-cache entry for the destination does not already exists (because LISP is a “pull-based”
architecture), the ITR will send a map request message to the map resolver to query for information about the
destination. The message payload contains the destination host address (EID) being queried, and the ITR RLOC
address, and a nonce (pseudo-random number) used to uniquely identify this map-request (at the ITR).
After the map-resolver (and for simplicity assume this is also the map-server) receives this request, it consults its
site database (which includes all ‘registered’ EID prefixes) and forwards the map-request message onwards to the
ETR that has registered (and thus is authoritative) for the queried host. The ETR will then send a map-reply
message directly back to the querying ITR, where this map-reply includes the full configured EID prefix (not just the
host address being queried), along with the RLOCs and policies (priorities and weights) by which the EID prefix
can be reached. The nonce included in the map-request is also copied into the map-reply so that the ITR can affirm
that the map-reply is the result of an originating map-request that it generated. Upon receiving this information, the
ITR programs its map cache and uses this new information to forward all subsequent packets. (During this maprequest/map-reply process, packets to this destination address are dropped. Once the map-cache entry is built, all
subsequent packets using this entry and packets are forwarded. Map-cache entries include a time-to-live value the default is 24 hours - and active map-cache entries are refreshed automatically prior to expiration.)
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Figure 16.

LISP Forwarding at Control Plane: Map Request and Map Reply

Configuration Guidelines on Cisco IOS Software
The general configuration to enable a LISP site consists configuring ITR/ETR properties and pointing towards the
mapping services. In the diagram in Figure 17, the xTRs on Site 1 and Site 2 are configured with LISP, which is
enabled like other routing protocols. The map server and map resolver are also configured with the corresponding
EID prefixes and authentication keys associated with each site.
Figure 17.

LISP Configurations: Topology

Site 1 Configuration
router lisp
eid-table default instance-id 0
database-mapping 10.1.0.0/24 1.1.1.1 priority 1 weight 100
exit
!
ipv4 itr map-resolver 5.1.1.1
ipv4 itr
ipv4 etr map-server 5.1.1.1 key Site-1
ipv4 etr
exit
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ip route 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 1.1.1.2

Site 2 Configuration
router lisp
eid-table default instance-id 0
database-mapping 10.2.0.0/24 2.1.1.1 priority 1 weight 100
exit
!
ipv4 itr map-resolver 5.1.1.1
ipv4 itr
ipv4 etr map-server 5.1.1.1 key Site-2
ipv4 etr
exit
ip route 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 2.1.1.2

Map Server/Map Resolver Configuration
router lisp
site Site-1
authentication-key Site-1
eid-prefix 10.1.0.0/24
exit
!
site Site-2
authentication-key Site-2
eid-prefix 10.2.0.0/24
exit
!
ipv4 map-server
ipv4 map-resolver
Note that if LISP is being enabled on an SVI or Port-channel interface, the following command is also required
under the interface: platform lisp-enable.
Verification
The following commands can be used to verify the LISP database entries, map caches, site registration, and
forwarding entries.
The command below is used to view the LISP Database on an ETR, which includes the EIDs registered from its
local site.
DIST-VSS#show ip lisp database
LISP ETR IPv4 Mapping Database for EID-table default (IID 0), LSBs: 0x1, 1
entries
EID-prefix: 10.1.0.0/24
1.1.1.1, priority: 1, weight: 50, state: site-self, reachable
DIST-VSS#
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The LISP map-cache on an ITR contains the mapping entries for remote EID prefixes. The map cache shown
below is initially empty. After a ping is attempted to reach the remote EID prefix, the map cache is populated with
the relevant information. Note that the first two pings are lost due to the map request and reply process.
DIST-VSS#show ip lisp map-cache
LISP IPv4 Mapping Cache for EID-table default (IID 0), 1 entries
0.0.0.0/0, uptime: 1w2d, expires: never, via static send map-request
Negative cache entry, action: send-map-request
DIST-VSS#
Access-Sw1#ping 10.2.0.100 source 10.1.0.100
Type escape sequence to abort.
Sending 5, 100-byte ICMP Echos to 10.2.0.100, timeout is 2 seconds:
Packet sent with a source address of 10.1.0.100
..!!!
Success rate is 60 percent (3/5), round-trip min/avg/max = 1/2/4 ms
Access-Sw1#
DIST-VSS#show ip lisp map-cache
LISP IPv4 Mapping Cache for EID-table default (IID 0), 2 entries
0.0.0.0/0, uptime: 1w2d, expires: never, via static send map-request
Negative cache entry, action: send-map-request
10.2.0.0/24, uptime: 00:00:34, expires: 23:59:18, via map-reply, complete
Locator

Uptime

State

2.1.1.1

00:00:34

up

Pri/Wgt
1/100

DIST-VSS#
The hardware forwarding CEF (Cisco Express Forwarding) entries and adjacency entries can be verified using the
outputs below:
DIST-VSS#show platform hardware cef vpn 4096 lookup 10.2.1.0
Codes: decap - Decapsulation, + - Push Label
Index

Prefix

526337 10.2.1.0/24

Adjacency
LI0

DIST-VSS#
DIST-VSS#show adjacency LISP0
Protocol Interface

Address

IP

2.1.1.1(7)

LISP0

DIST-VSS#
On the MS/MR, the following output shows the sites which have registered:
MS-MR#show lisp site detail
LISP Site Registration Information
Site name: Site-1
Allowed configured locators: any
Allowed EID-prefixes:
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EID-prefix: 10.1.0.0/24
First registered:

4d18h

Routing table tag:

0

Origin:

Configuration

Registration errors:
Authentication failures:

0

Allowed locators mismatch: 0
ETR 1.1.1.1, last registered 00:00:15, no proxy-reply, no map-notify
TTL 1d00h
Locator

Local

State

1.1.1.1

yes

up

Pri/Wgt
1/100

Site name: Site-2
Allowed configured locators: any
---<snip>
MS-MR#

LISP Feature Interaction
LISP and Virtualization
LISP on the Cisco Catalyst 6500/6800 works with VRFs using shared mode virtualization.
Verification commands for LISP can be run under routing context, as shown in the following example. However,
there is no support for LISP commands under « routing-context » CLI mode.
SUP2T-1#routing-context vrf VRF-1
SUP2T-1%VRF-1# ping 20.1.0.1 source 20.2.0.2
A complete example of LISP with shared mode virtualization is included in the case study in this document.
LISP and Flexible NetFlow
The Cisco Catalyst 6500 with Supervisor 2T and the Cisco Catalyst 6800 switches support Flexible NetFlow on all
interfaces. This allows for user-defined flow records to match and collect data on specified fields. With LISP
configurations, it is possible to view flows before and after translation using a Flexible NetFlow monitor configured
on the ingress and egress interfaces. The control traffic can also be viewed by applying a Flexible NetFlow monitor
to the control plane interface. Further details are in the case study with Flexible NetFlow.
LISP and Instant Access
The Cisco Catalyst Instant Access solution (Figure 18) connects Cisco Catalyst 6800ia access switches to Cisco
Catalyst 6500 or 6800 Series core switches. Because the parent 6500/6800 switch for this solution interfaces to the
6800ia client using the WS-X6904-40G series module, this solution supports LISP encapsulation and
decapsulation as well.
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Figure 18.

LISP and Instant Access

LISP and Control Plane Policing
The Supervisor 2T systems include a default control plane policy. However, there are no predefined classes for
LISP. The user will need to configure this explicitly in order to use the control plane policing feature. This can be
done by matching UDP packets with destination port 4341 (for LISP data packets) and 4342 (for LISP control
packets). Preconfigured rate limiters are available in hardware such as “CEF receive”, which also rate limit traffic
destined to the switch.
LISP and VSS
LISP is supported on the Cisco Catalyst 6500/6800 in both standalone (single and dual supervisors) and VSS
mode (dual and quad supervisors). Because it is possible to enable LISP in VSS environments, this brings high
availability and redundancy into LISP deployments on the platform.
LISP and Etherchannels/SVI
The interfaces configured for both the RLOC as well as the EID can be a part of an etherchannel. This functionality
to support LISP on port channel interfaces is available with the 15.1(2)SY software release and needs to be
enabled with the command “platform lisp-enable” configured on the port channel interface. It is specifically
required for all the interfaces of this port channel to be on modules that support LISP. The “platform lispenable” command is also required on any SVIs (Switched Virtual Interfaces) that are used as LISP EIDs.
LISP and Traffic Analysis
Beginning with Network Analysis Module 3 (NAM-3) software 6.0, LISP-encapsulated packets can be monitored on
the NAM-3 as shown in Figure 19. By setting up a SPAN session or a Flexible NetFlow export, it is possible to view
LISP-encapsulated packets filtered by protocol in the monitoring view, as well as packet captures on the GUI,
which can be expanded to look into the inner and outer headers, LISP header, and so on. This provides a high
level of granularity while viewing the traffic patterns.
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Figure 19.

LISP Packet Analysis on NAM-3

Features that are planned for subsequent phases of implementation on the Cisco Catalyst 6500/6800 are LISP
mobility using across subnet mode.

Interoperability with Other LISP Platforms
LISP is supported on several different platforms, running different varieties of software, including IOS, IOS-XE,
IOS-XR, and NX-OS. The interoperability of LISP with NX-OS was tested by configuring two LISP sites, one with a
Cisco Catalyst 6500 xTR and the other with a Cisco Nexus® 7000 xTR.
We will illustrate this with the topology in Figure 20.
Figure 20.

LISP Interoperability: Topology
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Cisco Catalyst 6500 Configuration

Cisco Nexus 7000 Configuration

DIST-VSS#show run | section lisp

N7K-1# show run lisp

router lisp
eid-table default instance-id 0

!Command: show running-config lisp

database-mapping 10.1.0.0/24
1.1.1.1 priority 1 weight 50

!Time: Fri Aug

exit

2 21:27:39 2013

version 6.1(2)

!

feature lisp

eid-table vrf VRF-1 instance-id 1
database-mapping 20.1.0.0/24
1.1.1.1 priority 1 weight 100

ip lisp itr
ip lisp etr

exit

ip lisp database-mapping 10.3.0.0/24
3.1.1.1 priority 1 weight 100

!
ipv4 itr map-resolver 5.1.1.1

ip lisp database-mapping 10.4.0.0/24
3.1.1.1 priority 1 weight 100

ipv4 itr
ipv4 etr map-server 5.1.1.1 key
Site-1

ip lisp itr map-resolver 5.1.1.1

ipv4 etr

ip lisp etr map-server 5.1.1.1 key 3
bc78d49c95111f5b

exit

N7K-1#

DIST-VSS#
In this example, We will initiate a ping is initiated from a host attached to the N7k-1 (Lnx 1) to a host attached to
DIST-VSS (Lnx 3) and a host attached to Sup2T-1 (Lnx 4).
divya@divya-lnx1:~$ ifconfig
--- <snip> --eth1

Link encap:Ethernet
inet addr:10.3.0.100

HWaddr 00:50:56:9f:6b:af
Bcast:10.3.0.255

Mask:255.255.255.0

--- <snip> --divya@divya-lnx1:~$ ping 10.1.0.100
PING 10.1.0.100 (10.1.0.100) 56(84) bytes of data.
64 bytes from 10.1.0.100: icmp_req=1 ttl=252 time=3.32 ms
64 bytes from 10.1.0.100: icmp_req=2 ttl=252 time=2.89 ms
64 bytes from 10.1.0.100: icmp_req=3 ttl=252 time=2.74 ms
^C
--- 10.1.0.100 ping statistics --3 packets transmitted, 3 received, 0% packet loss, time 2003ms
rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 2.741/2.986/3.321/0.249 ms
divya@divya-lnx1:~$ ping 10.2.0.100
PING 10.2.0.100 (10.2.0.100) 56(84) bytes of data.
64 bytes from 10.2.0.100: icmp_req=1 ttl=252 time=2.10 ms
64 bytes from 10.2.0.100: icmp_req=2 ttl=252 time=1.34 ms
64 bytes from 10.2.0.100: icmp_req=3 ttl=252 time=1.42 ms
^C
--- 10.2.0.100 ping statistics ---
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3 packets transmitted, 3 received, 0% packet loss, time 2002ms
rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 1.342/1.624/2.102/0.341 ms
divya@divya-lnx1:~$
As can be seen in the following output, the map cache on the respective devices contains entries for all remote EID
prefixes.
N7K-1# show ip lisp map-cache
LISP IP Mapping Cache for VRF "default" (iid 0), 3 entries
10.1.0.0/24, uptime: 00:40:18, expires: 23:19:41, via map-reply, auth
Locator
1.1.1.1

Uptime
00:40:18

State
up

Priority/

Data

Control

Weight

in/out

in/out

1/50

0/3

1/0

10.2.0.0/24, uptime: 00:41:35, expires: 23:18:24, via map-reply, auth
Locator
2.1.1.1

Uptime
00:41:35

State
up

Priority/

Data

Control

Weight

in/out

in/out

1/100

14/16

1/0

10.3.0.0/24, uptime: 00:43:37, expires: 23:16:22, via map-reply, self
Locator

Uptime

State

3.1.1.1

00:43:37

up

Priority/

Data

Control

Weight

in/out

in/out

1/100

0/0

2/1

N7K-1#
DIST-VSS#show ip lisp map-cache
LISP IPv4 Mapping Cache for EID-table default (IID 0), 4 entries
0.0.0.0/0, uptime: 5w4d, expires: never, via static send map-request
Negative cache entry, action: send-map-request
10.1.0.0/24, uptime: 00:00:34, expires: 23:59:18, via map-reply, self
Locator

Uptime

State

1.1.1.1

00:00:34

up, self

Pri/Wgt
1/50

10.2.0.0/24, uptime: 00:42:55, expires: 23:16:57, via map-reply, complete
Locator

Uptime

State

2.1.1.1

00:42:55

up

Pri/Wgt
1/100

10.3.0.0/24, uptime: 00:00:20, expires: 23:59:32, via map-reply, complete
Locator

Uptime

State

3.1.1.1

00:00:20

up

Pri/Wgt
1/100

DIST-VSS#
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Case Studies
LISP and Virtualization
Figure 21.

LISP Case Study: Shared Mode Virtualization

LISP can be enabled across sites for end-to-end virtualization of the EID space. The Cisco Catalyst 6500 and 6800
perform shared mode virtualization, where the EID addresses are tied to VRFs, which are then transported using
the instance ID field in the LISP header. The RLOC addresses and map server and map resolver addresses are in
the global routing table. The mapping system is also instance-aware and maintains the mapping for each of the
EID subnets with the corresponding instance ID.
The configurations on the xTRs at the two sites are as follows:
router lisp
eid-table vrf VRF-1 instance-id 1
database-mapping 20.1.0.0/24 1.1.1.1 priority 1 weight 25
exit
!
eid-table vrf VRF-2 instance-id 2
database-mapping 30.1.0.0/24 1.1.1.1 priority 1 weight 25
exit
!
ipv4 itr map-resolver 5.1.1.1
ipv4 itr
ipv4 etr map-server 5.1.1.1 key Site-1
ipv4 etr
exit
ip route 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 1.1.1.2
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vrf definition VRF-1
!
address-family ipv4
exit-address-family
!
vrf definition VRF-2
!
address-family ipv4
exit-address-family
!
interface TenGigabitEthernet1/2/2
!
interface TenGigabitEthernet1/2/2.201
encapsulation dot1Q 201
vrf forwarding VRF-1
ip address 20.1.0.1 255.255.255.0
!
interface TenGigabitEthernet1/2/2.301
encapsulation dot1Q 301
vrf forwarding VRF-2
ip address 30.1.0.1 255.255.255.0
!
Note:

Instead of using sub-interfaces above, the configuration can be done using VLANs, with the command

“platform lisp-enable” configured under “interface Vlan201” and interface Vlan301”.
Similar configuration is repeated on the xTR at Site 2.
The configuration for the map server/map resolver is as follows. Note that no explicit VRF definitions are required
on the map server and map resolver.
router lisp
site Site-1
authentication-key Site-1
eid-prefix instance-id 1 20.1.0.0/24
eid-prefix instance-id 2 30.1.0.0/24
exit
!
site Site-2
authentication-key Site-2
eid-prefix instance-id 1 20.2.0.0/24
eid-prefix instance-id 2 30.2.0.0/24
exit
!
ipv4 map-server
ipv4 map-resolver
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exit
ip route 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 5.1.1.2
With this configuration, multitenancy can be implemented across LISP sites using a LISP overlay.

LISP and Flexible NetFlow
Flexible NetFlow is supported with v9 records on the Supervisor 2T systems. NetFlow information can be collected
at both the data plane and the control plane. The following example illustrates LISP packets before and after
encapsulation. The NetFlow flow record and monitor were defined and applied on the ingress direction on the EID
and RLOC interfaces.
flow record LISP-Record
match datalink vlan input
match routing vrf input
match ipv4 version
match ipv4 tos
match ipv4 precedence
match ipv4 dscp
match ipv4 source address
match ipv4 destination address
match transport source-port
match transport destination-port
flow monitor LISP-Mon-Data
record LISP-Record
interface TenGigabitEthernet5/1
description RLOC [CORE-VSS::t1/2/3]
ip address 2.1.1.1 255.255.255.0
ip flow monitor LISP-Mon-Data input
!
interface TenGigabitEthernet5/2
description EID [AccessSw-2::t1/49]
ip address 10.2.0.1 255.255.255.0
ip flow monitor LISP-Mon-Data input
The NetFlow data can be exported to a collector for analysis or viewed through CLI based on the cache. The
following information is observed:
Before Encapsulation
SUP2T-1#show flow monitor LISP-Mon-Data cache sort counter packets
DATALINK VLAN INPUT:

1012

IP VRF ID INPUT:

0

IPV4 SOURCE ADDRESS:

10.2.0.100

IPV4 DESTINATION ADDRESS:

10.1.0.100

TRNS SOURCE PORT:

0

TRNS DESTINATION PORT:

2048

IP VERSION:

4

(DEFAULT)
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IP TOS:

0x00

IP DSCP:

0x00

IP PRECEDENCE:

0

After Encapsulation
DATALINK VLAN INPUT:

1012

IP VRF ID INPUT:

0

IPV4 SOURCE ADDRESS:

1.1.1.1

IPV4 DESTINATION ADDRESS:

2.1.1.1

TRNS SOURCE PORT:

49154

TRNS DESTINATION PORT:

4341

IP VERSION:

4

IP TOS:

0x00

IP DSCP:

0x00

IP PRECEDENCE:

0

(DEFAULT)

Mapping
DATALINK VLAN INPUT:

1012

IP VRF ID INPUT:

0

IPV4 SOURCE ADDRESS:

5.1.1.1

IPV4 DESTINATION ADDRESS:

2.1.1.1

TRNS SOURCE PORT:

4342

TRNS DESTINATION PORT:

4342

IP VERSION:

4

IP TOS:

0x00

IP DSCP:

0x00

IP PRECEDENCE:

0

(DEFAULT)

The NetFlow data can also be analyzed using an external collector on the NAM-3 module for more detailed traffic
analysis.

Summary
In summary, LISP is a routing architecture that encompasses several use cases in campus architectures. It has a
host of benefits, including IP address portability (using EIDs) and inherent advantages in multihoming and
virtualization. LISP enables “pull” versus “push” routing (using mapping) and is address family-agnostic, facilitating
IPv6 deployment. LISP is an open standard and is able to cater to evolving networks in terms of scale, flexibility,
and optimization of networking infrastructure. It paves the way for the future generation of networks by providing a
framework for efficient routing and addressing in the network layer.
Note:

For feedback, contact cco-6500-external@cisco.com.
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